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Thanks to the efforts of our knowledgeable members this issue is again full of great articles and 
information about the pigeon hobby. If you have an idea for the newsletter or would like to 
contribute an article, please contact us at MSPA@usa.com, we would welcome your input. 

 
The Electronic Newsletter Reminder! 

Due to the cost of postage and printing a high quality newsletter, the MSPA Board of Directors 
has decided to make the quarterly newsletter available on the MSPA web site only. Over 93% of 
the current members have submitted e-mail addresses so we know that the bulk of our members 
have access to the internet. For the minority of members that don’t have internet access, they can 
view the newsletter at their local library or request a mailed copy at: MSPA Membership, 8108 
291st Ave NW, Princeton, MN 55371 or call (612)889-2945. Prior to the posting of every 
Newsletter a postcard will be sent to each member alerting him/her to the availability of the new 
on-line Newsletter. For the time being no password is necessary to view the “Membership 
Section” of the web site. An archive of past newsletters will also be available on the MSPA web 
site. The Newsletter can be downloaded or printed from the web site if the member desires a hard 
copy. If you have already notified me of your desire to receive the Newsletter via 
conventional mail there is no need to notify me again, I will mail your copy!  
 

The First Swap of the Year is scheduled for March 12th! 
The Minnesota State Pigeon Association will be holding its first swap meet of the year at the 
McLeod County Fairgrounds on March 12, 2016. The doors will open at 7am. The official notice 
and restrictions are attached on page 25 of this Newsletter! We hope to see you there.   

 
Officers’ Reports 

A Message from our President: Bruce Rhode 
 

   From my heart let me say Thank You to everyone in the club for your support. 
Looking forward I see several challenges for our club and the hobby in general. 
   The Avian flu is going to be with us from here on out. So as a club we should try to get in front 
of this. Loft certification is an important step for us, as this will help us keep showing our birds. 
   We as a club need to stress the importance of vaccinating and proper care of our birds. 
   We need to keep the Northstar Classic growing both in numbers and camaraderie, as this is what 
keeps our club afloat and is our first best meeting with the public.  
   We need to work to bring in juniors without neglecting our adult or former members. It would 
be nice to see the current members at the meetings so we can all share in the fun and learn from 
each other. 
    I will be working trying to get the best people into the best roles to help complete these goals 
and working to keep the club informed on our progress. 
    I also want to personally thank the former board for handing me the reins of the club in such 
great shape and I will do my best to keep it going forward.  
Thank You to Paul Lepinski, Don Steinbruckner, Tim Kvidera, Ardy Prekker, and The Radunz 
family for all your hard work.  
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MSPA Treasurer’s Report- Executive Summary    February 15, 2016 

                                                            Respectfully submitted by Ardy Prekker - Treasurer 
 
Current through the business day ending 2-15-2016 
Respectfully submitted by Ardy Prekker - Treasurer 
Greetings Fellow Board Members and Other Interested Members: 
 
Financial Results of the North Star Classic Pigeon Show 
 
   I thought you might be interested in where we are financially after the show and how different 
activities related to the show contributed to the revenue and expenses. I also attached, for your 
convenience, a current snap shot of the checking and savings account as of 02/15/2016. Of course 
any supporting documentation you may need is readily available down to the smallest detail.  
   The Premium book was a profitable venture this year and even though one might expect a larger 
profit margin, given all the ads Paul sold, the book is expensive to produce and distribute. I carved 
it out separately here for illustrative purposes. However, with that said, I think it is a valuable part 
of the show’s success and should be continued even if it is only modestly profitable! The Premium 
book revenue versus expenses were as follows: Total ad and donation revenue specifically 
attributable to the Premium book was $850.00 and the total expenses related to the production and 
distribution of the book was $762.24. Total profit from book production was $87.76. 
    
Other show related revenue was as follows: 
 
50/50 drawing:                                         $113.00 
Raffle Proceeds and Book sales:              $295.50 
Total Raffle Proceeds                               $408.50 
 
Sale holes sold at the show:                       $93.00 
 
Memberships paid at the show:                $255.00 (not including memberships paid with earlier  
       entries) 
 
Misc. Cups, 3 hole pen                               $25.00 
 
Entries                                                   $5,614.00 (some membership revenue paid with  
      earlier entries may be included in this total) 
 
Total Non Premium Book Revenue      $6,395.50 
Premium Book Revenue                           $850.00 
Total Show Revenue                            $7,245.50 
 
The total Expenses directly related to the show include prizes, trophies, rebates, supplies, judge 
fees, printing, postage, set up and tear down fees, show hall rental, policing and all direct and 
indirect expenses paid directly for the purpose of producing and conducting the show. I did not 
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detail each individual expense here because of the number but I can provide detail on any expense 
incurred.  
 
Total Non Premium Book Expenses     $3,571.02 
Premium Book Expenses                         $762.24 
Total Show Expenses                          $4,333.26 
Total North Star Classic Profit          $2,912.24 

                             
 Current Posted Balances as of February 15, 2016 

 

 
Account Activity Access through QuickBooks  
 
Account Information Minnesota State Pigeon Association Trust Checking Account 
 
Activity Summary Checking 

Ending Collected Balance 
 

as of 02/15/16 
$697.69  

Current Posted Balance 
 $697.69  

Pending Withdrawals/ Debits $142.10 
Pending Deposits/ Credits $    0.00  

Available Balance $555.59  
 

 
Account Information Minnesota State Pigeon Association Trust Savings Account 

Pending Withdrawals/ Debits $0.00 

Activity Summary Savings 

Ending Collected Balance 
 

 as of 02/15/16 
$5,075.36  

Current Posted Balance 
 $5,075.36 

  
Pending Deposits/ Credits $0.00  

Available Balance $5,075.36 

 
 
 

BE SURE TO JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!  THE MSPA GROUP! 
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Minutes of MSPA Executive Board Meeting 
Saturday January 23, 2016 

                                                                Submitted by Club Secretary Kathryne Rhode 
 
Called to order @  
10:15 Paul Lepinski 
Old business: 
 
2015 North Star Classic broke the record of number of birds shown with 1534 birds.     
 
Indiana has new avian flu.  Need to look into loft certification, before the state starts. 
Paul thanks everyone for the 8 years.  Small speech of thanks.  Don Steinbruckner gave a short 
thank you to Paul.  Tim Kvidera did as well.  
Ardy Prekker gave the treasurer report.   
Larry Wilmes, state representative to the NPA sent nominees for outstanding member of the year 
to the NPA.  Just announced, for the Brown County Pigeon and Poultry Club Trevor Nau was 
awarded the outstanding member of the year!!  For the MSPA Paul Lepinski was awarded the 
outstanding member of the year!!   Congratulations to both!!! 
Brown County Pigeon and Poultry club will be having a picnic Saturday, July 30th.  Everyone is 
invited to attend. 
Ballets were counted by Kim Bartz and Ron Moon.    Bruce Rhode president, Tim K 1st vice, Patti 
Dietzel second VP.  Kathryne Rhode secretary, Ardy Prekker treasurer. 
Bruce took over 11:06 as President. 
 
New business: 
Harold Scott would like the row letters again at NS.  Please let show committee know. 
Paul Lepinski loft certification needed.  Motion made.   Tim second.  Not limiting showing at 
show at this time if not certified.  Certification committee made already by Paul.  There will be a 
workshop with Paul for loft inspectors.  Club will work with the liaison to the Department of 
Health.  Vote passed. 
Paul Lepinski brought up the club should get insurance costing approximately $400 due to 
accepting credit cards as they are attached to  SSN, leaving the club liable if a cyber attack was to 
happen. Motion no cc or PayPal Paul Lepinski. Seconded Kathy Rhode. Discussion held.  Motion 
passed.   
Kim Bartz brought up the demeanor of the meeting for juniors present.  Club members need to be 
cautious of language and unneeded arguments. 
 
Motion to adjourn Harold Scott second Larry Wilmes. 
Potluck enjoyed after the meeting, there was lots of good food. 
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Fun Quiz! 
The Pigeon Pedigree Puzzler for Winter 2016         

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
From among the three individuals X, Y, and Z depicted in the pedigree above, one is a genetic 
impossibility.  Which one, X, Y, or Z, is the genetic impossibility?  Why is it genetically 
impossible? 
 
See page 24 for the answers to The Pedigree Puzzler.  
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[The cartoon above appeared in the January 18th issue of “The New Yorker”.] 

A. Red Bar Grizzle 
Cock 

B. Tortoiseshell 
Hen 

X. Blue Check 
Cock 

Y. Red Check Self 
Hen 

Z. Red Bar Grizzle 
Cock 

C. Ash Red Grizzle 
Cock 

D. Blue Grizzle 
Hen 
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                                  Back Row L-R: Lennie Mefferd, Don Roscoe, Larry Wilmes. 
    Front Row L-R John Heppner, Alison Radunz, Paul Lepinski 
 

Thank you from Alison! 
 
Dear NPA, 
Thank you so much for choosing me as a recipient of the National Pigeon Association 
Scholarship. I am attending Southwest Minnesota State University pursuing a degree in 
Occupational Therapy. I have been raising and showing pigeons for five years and have enjoyed 
every minute of it. This is a hobby that you can do for your whole life. I have taken pigeons down 
to the Minnesota State Fair two years through 4H. I encourage all of the other youth in the pigeon 
hobby to also keep their grades up so they can get a good education also.  
                                                                     Thanks again, 
                                               Alison Radunz 

 
Why Pigeons? 
By Rick Besemann at Hidden Pigeon Ranch 
 
   Why do I raise Pigeons? That's a question I was asked by some High School students doing a 
report about the North Star show. For me the answer was easy!  I enjoy the birds sure, we all want 
a winning bird, but that is not a priority to me. I enjoy going to and maybe come home with a new 
bird or two. 
Winning a show is nice, but if you do not enjoy your birds the other 360 or so days of the year 
why have them. So enjoy your birds have a great year, and see you at the shows. 
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 A Message from Classic Old frills Club President and Master Breeder 
                                                                                         By Mike McLin, Rice Lake WI 

 
With the breeding season coming up fast, the mild weather we have been having for the better 
portion of the winter, it should be a good one. 
Some of you may know I raise both the Classic Old Frill and the Modern Oriental Frill, and 
Brunner Pouters. The Classics have been a lot of fun.  We have developed so many colors in the 
past few years that we are up to 37 combined, in the satinettes and blondinettes. The club keeps 
growing and finally after 11 years it is starting to spread out of the Midwest.  It is spreading to the 
west coast and Utah where both places have been building shows the last 2 years. Down in 
Tennessee we have a couple active members that are growing the membership and show dates as 
well. 
We have a fairly nice show at the MSPA meet which has fluctuated from 20 to 60 bird entries and 
a pretty laid back event.   Another fun Classic meet is in Watertown WI and is growing each year 
with some solid members putting up birds each year there. The other big shows are the NYBS 
where we have had 140 to 160 entered always hoping to hit the 200 mark. The Des Moines show 
always has a good following also. 
The satinette in the accompanying picture (white body, laced wings and tail) won at the MSPA 
show and the black lace blondinette won at the Watertown show. Both birds represent the breed 
pretty well and bred and owned by Mike McLin. I have had as many as 16 different color varieties 
in the loft at one time but I have cut way back when I decided to develop the red lace, yellow lace 
and Golden Sulpher blondinettes.  The red lace I got going pretty well a couple years ago but the 
others are just started and have only a couple pair of each. Andalusian is another one I have started 
also with my black lace blondinettes so with so much going on I decided to let some of the colors 
go. It is truly fascinating how the toy stencil and frill stencil work.   
The standard drawing was designed to keep the members working a number of years to reach and 
much more stocky that we have today in the shows but we have come along way since the start of 
the club 12 years ago now.  
One of the countries most dedicated to the Classic Old Frill is the Philippines. It is their second 
largest breed at the shows and they have a separate national show called the Classic Wars each 
year and the thing that struck me the most is the age of many of the Old Frill members down there. 
Mainly in their 20's with also a lot of teens raising them too.  The young people love their birds 
there. 
The Classic Frill Club has a very low yearly fee and the Juniors dues is $3 for 4 full 16 to 30 page 
bulletins . 
Once you join you have access to the private member only site which contains all of the old 
bulletins spanning many years so for the $12 you get a ton of reading on the breed filled with 
pictures, and discussions on the breed. 
We have quite a following in Germany also. The officers in the club and I correspond on a regular 
basis and we send pictures back and forth. The German standard is a little different than ours . 
They did not depart much from what the true Old frill has looked like and the major difference is 
in the head where the prefer a little longer beak and slightly longer, less powerful head and they 
tail is horizontal to the floor rather than pointed down like our birds 
The Club President and I exchange awards for our large shows which is very nice and they always 
comment on how they want to continue a strong relationship.  
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They told me they had no interest in blondinettes for several years. I kept sending pictures my 
newly developed blondinettes and when they started showing up in the German reports and yearly 
magazines I found them sending me pictures of their first attempts of developing the blonds over 
there too. 
For as old as the breed is I found that so many old time breeders of Frill actually understood the 
whole breed. I feel this was due to the Modern type short beaker breeders focused so much on the 
head development they did not explore the whole breed but when the Old frill came back into the 
shows they really breed so well that we can raise some in January or February and the young will 
be breeding in July or August so you can advance a color project quite rapidly and most important 
to me was the experimenting with the different colors. 
I had so many guys telling me not to cross this variety with that variety that sonce I have such a 
high curiosity level I did everything they told me not to do. Never cross lace tails with spot tails. 
This was a long time wives tail as i had excellent luck going back and forth this way. Never cross 
a satinette to a blondinette.   Same thing no problem. Some of us are true pigeon breeders and keep 
records and others are keepers and that is fine. I wouldn't recommend an inexperienced pigeon 
person to start crossing his frills up unless he has some advice and keeps records of what he or she 
is doing . 
I followed the leader for many  years doing exactly as they said and since I got tired of being told I 
was going in the wrong direction I started digging into the breed much deeper than most of the 
breeders of frill ever have or at least they didn't have an answer for me when I first started. I also 
found one guy who was always negative had no proof of what he was saying and was quite vocal 
that I would wreck the colors became quiet after years of showing him pictures of the young each 
year and what came out of this pair or that pair.  Now I find him quoting my findings which tickles 
me. 
I always say , some of us are "readers" and some of us are "breeders" By the way he only had the 
breed 3 years, has been out of pigeons  since 2009  and has no show record on the books. 
Some things you just have to find out for yourself through patience and years of breeding. One of 
the best genetics breeders in the Moderns I talk to on a regular basis and when I was stumping him 
he told me just to breed them and find out. That was the best advice and has worked for me these 
past 10 years.  When the proof is in your hand it is hard to deny.  
The Frill breeds are extremely fun to breed and show and if I can help anyone out I sure will. 
 

         
Mike McLin’s Pictures of His Classic Old Frills 
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BASIC GENETICS FOR PIGEON BREEDERS 
By 

G. B. Peterson 
 

 
 

 
 

 The late Joe Quinn, one of the truly preeminent scholars of the pigeon fancy, cited the da Vinci 
quote above on the very last page of his monumental treatise The Pigeon Breeders Notebook: An 
Introduction to Pigeon Science (1971).  Quinn’s book was one of the first authoritative sources of 
practical scientific information on the genetics of pigeon breeding, and it set the stage for the 
refinements and extensions of pigeon genetics knowledge that followed in its wake. 
Unfortunately, in the 45 years since its publication, familiarity with the basics of pigeon genetics 
has not become as widespread among pigeon fanciers as it really should be.  Indeed, one gets the 
impression that a lot of contemporary fanciers continue to regard the colors, patterns, and 
markings they see in their pigeons as being due to largely unpredictable, haphazard and downright 
unfathomable processes. In actuality, the biological laws underlying most every pigeon’s basic 
color, pattern, and markings are quite well known. The good news is that these laws are so simple 
and easy to understand that anybody and everybody can learn and remember them – if they try.  
Best of all, though, is the fact that, in keeping with da Vinci’s assertion above, one’s enjoyment of 
the pigeon hobby is enriched enormously once one has acquired a working knowledge of these 
basic facts. 
 The purpose of the present article is to provide a brief and concise introduction to the basic 
genetics of pigeon colors and patterns.  It defines and explains the fundamental biological 
concepts at work behind the most common colors and patterns we find in all breeds of pigeons: 
ash-red, blue, yellow, silver, dun, solid black, almond, spread ash-red or lavender, recessive red, 
bar or barless, check, velvet, grizzle, tortoiseshell, mottle, spangle, etc.  If you learn what is 
contained in this article, you will be an authentic expert on all the colors and patterns listed above, 
and you will be able to discuss pigeon color genetics intelligently with anybody, master breeders 
included.  However, it is important to understand that this is not the whole story.  There is more to 
pigeon genetics and pigeon breeding than you will find outlined here.  Nevertheless, mastery of 
the material found here will be good preparation for more advanced study.  Suggestions for further 
study and exploration will be given at the end of this article for those who may want to learn more.  
But for now, we’ll just focus on the basics.  There’s interesting fun to be found even there. 
Basic elements of the hereditary machinery 
 Like all living organisms, pigeons are complexes of cells, the “bricks” of living structures.  It 
takes vastly different kinds of cells to make a pigeon (bone cells, muscle cells, skin cells, nerve 
cells, blood cells, liver cells, etc.), but all of the different kinds of cells derive from a single cell 
that is formed at conception.  This single, original cell contains the genetic information that 
determines all of the traits that the fully developed bird will possess.  In other words, once that 
first cell is formed, it is a forgone conclusion as to what color and pattern the pigeon will 
ultimately be, as well as what many of its other traits will be. 

One  has  no  right  to  love  or  hate  anything  if  one  has  not  acquired  a  thorough  
knowledge   of   its   nature.      Great   love   springs   from   great   knowledge   of   the  
beloved  object,  and   if  you  know  it  but   little   you  will  be  able  to   love   it  only  a  
little  or  not  at  all.       Leonardo da Vinci (1471) 
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 This first cell is pretty well formed in the hen’s reproductive system, but it is not complete 
until it is combined with a sperm from the cock bird.  Before fertilization, the egg cell has only 
half the amount of the genetic information necessary to build a new pigeon, but it can’t begin to 
build even half a pigeon until its gets more information.  The sperm provides the rest of the 
information.  The genetic information is contained on little filament-like structures called 
chromosomes in the center or nucleus of the cell.  Chromosomes come in pairs (just like 
pigeons!).  The mother contributes one member of each pair of chromosomes and the father 
contributes the other.  There are several pairs of chromosomes in the nucleus of the egg cell, but 
we don’t need to bother with distinguishing each and every pair.  In fact, for our purposes we can 
think of the cell as containing only two pairs of chromosomes.  One pair of chromosomes 
determines (among other things) what sex the new pigeon will be.  These two chromosomes are 
cleverly called the sex chromosomes.  The other chromosomes are called autosomes.  So, we 
have one pair of sex chromosomes and (pretend) one pair of autosomes in the nucleus of the cell 
of the fertilized egg; one of the chromosomes of each pair has come from the mother and one from 
the father.  Is that so hard? 
 The simplest conceptualization of the way the genetic information is contained in the 
chromosomes is the classic concept of the gene.  Each chromosome can be thought of as a string 
of little beads with “a note” or “an order” or “an instruction” coded on each bead (see Figure 1 
below).  Each bead is called a gene, and the particular “order” it carries codes for a specific trait.  
The chromosomes in a pair have to compare and contrast each corresponding set of genetic 
instructions they carry before they decide what traits the pigeon-to-be should be given.  For 
example, there is a gene on each autosome that codes whether the bird should be a grizzle or not, 
and the autosomes have to “compare notes” to decide whether to grizzle the bird or not.  So, we 
have genes that code for traits on the chromosomes.  Because chromosomes come in pairs, genes 
for single traits come in pairs, too.  There are many pairs of genes on a pair of chromosomes, and 
because half of the chromosomes come from each parent, one member of each pair of genes 
comes from the mother and the other gene comes from the father. 
 Single pairs of genes determine the traits that we are interested in in this article.  The genes for 
a given trait always appear on the same chromosome pair and in the same place on the 
chromosome.  For example, the genes that code for ash-red, blue, or brown, the three main colors 
in pigeons, are always located on the sex chromosomes, whereas the pattern genes (e.g., bar or 
check) are always located on the autosomes.   The particular spot or location on a chromosome 
where the gene resides is called the locus (plural: loci) of that gene.  The alternative versions of 
the gene that may occupy a locus are called alleles (pronounced as if it were a man’s name, Al 
Leel).  Many traits involve only two alternatives or alleles (e.g., grizzle or not grizzle) but some 
traits have several alleles (e.g., barless, bar, regular check, or T-check).  The terms gene and allele 
are often used interchangeably, and that’s ok, but strictly speaking the word gene refers to the 
larger category, as in the feather-color gene, whereas the word allele refers to the specific case, as 
in the ash-red allele or the blue allele.   This is a technical detail that you really do not need to 
worry about, so please feel free to go ahead and talk about the ash-red gene or the blue gene rather 
than the ash-red allele or the blue allele.  Everyone will know what you mean.  However, it is 
always best to be as precise as possible.  I have created an analogy between genetic analysis and 
playing cards that I will explain below that I personally find helpful in thinking about all of this 
stuff and keeping the terms and concepts straight. 
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 SEX-LINKED FACTORS 
  Gene/Locus:    Color Almond Intensity Reduced   
  Allele (sign) Ash-red (BA) Almond (St) Intense (+) Not reduce (+)   
  Allele (sign) Blue (+) Faded (StF) Pale (dP) Reduced (r)   
  Allele (sign) Brown (b) Normal (+) Dilute (d)    
 
 AUTOSOMAL FACTORS 
  Grizzle Spread Recessive Red Pattern 
  Grizzle (G) Spread (S) Normal (+)  T-check (CT) 
  Normal (+) Normal (+) Recessive red (e) Check (C) 
         Bar (+) 
         Barless (c) 
 
 

SEX CHROMOSOMES 

BA
 

CT 

St 

AUTOSOMES 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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S 

CELL NUCLEUS 

Fig. 1.  Schematic diagram of the genetic mechanisms of basic color and pattern in pigeons. 
This diagram depicts two pairs of chromosomes within the nucleus of a cell, one pair of sex 
chromosomes and one pair of autosomes.  In actuality, there are 40 pairs of chromosomes in the 
nucleus of a pigeon body cell, one pair of sex chromosomes and 39 different pairs of autosomes -- 
not just one pair of autosomes.  The single pair of autosomes in this figure should be thought of as 
a “simplifying stand in” for all of the actual 39 pairs.  For the teaching purposes of this particular 
article, it is not really necessary to distinguish between all the different pairs of autosomes.  It is 
ok for us to pretend that there is only one pair of autosomes and to discuss the various genes that 
we know reside on autosomes as if they resided on this one representative pair.    
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 All of the terms discussed above are illustrated in Figure 1. Depicted there is the nucleus of a 
cell with two pairs of chromosomes within it, one pair of sex chromosomes and one pair of 
autosomes.∗ In the diagram, each circle (bead) inside the rectangular chromosomes represents the 
locus of a specific gene.  The letters and symbols inside the circles represent the different alleles 
that might occupy the locus in any given case.  As the illustration shows, the loci for color, 
intensity, almond, and reduced are all on the sex chromosomes.  Therefore, these are called sex-
linked factors.  The loci for grizzle, spread, recessive red, and pattern are on the autosomes.  
Therefore, these are called autosomal factors.  Below the diagram are listed the various alleles 
that might occupy a given locus.  As indicated, the color locus might be occupied by an ash-red 
allele, a blue allele, or a brown allele. The intensity locus can be occupied by one of three 
alternative genes: intense, dilute, or pale.  (A fourth allele for intensity was discovered recently, 
extreme dilute, but we will leave consideration of that for another time.) The almond locus has 
many alleles, only three of which we will discuss here: almond, faded, or normal.  The grizzle 
locus is on an autosome and can be occupied by either the grizzle allele or the normal (non-
grizzle) allele.  The spread locus is also autosomal and has two alleles, spread and not spread. 

Notation and “wild type” 
 Figure 1 also shows the abbreviations (signs) for the different genes or alleles.  For example, 
the abbreviation for ash-red is BA, while the abbreviation for almond is St. Many alleles are 
abbreviated with a plus sign (+).  This sign should be read wild type, which means that this is the 
gene (allele) most commonly carried at that locus by wild pigeons.  For example, the abbreviation 
for the blue allele is + , as is the abbreviation for the bar pattern allele.  This is because most wild 
pigeons are blue in color and bar in pattern, i.e., blue bars.  Similarly, the abbreviations for the not 
grizzle allele, not almond allele, not spread allele, not dilute allele, and not recessive red allele are 
also all + because most wild-type pigeons are not grizzles, almonds, spread (e.g., black), dilute or 
recessive red.  The wild type in pigeons is a blue bar self and all the genes that make for a blue bar 
self are abbreviated by a +. 
DOMINANT/recessive 
 The alleles for a given trait are located at corresponding loci on their “home” chromosome pair 
and interact with one another according to dominant/recessive relationships.  For example, at the 
color locus the BA (ash-red) allele is dominant to the + (blue) allele.  This means that if a pigeon 
has the BA allele at the color locus on one sex chromosome and the wild-type (+) allele on the 
other, when the sex chromosomes compare color notes, they will largely ignore +, pay primary 
attention to BA, and make an ash-red pigeon.  In order to make a blue pigeon, the color loci would 
either both have to contain the + allele or one the + allele and the other the b (brown) allele.  (If 
genetics was a card game, we might use the term trumps, instead of the phrase is dominant to.  For 
example, we could say that BA trumps + rather than saying BA is dominant to +, or that + trumps b 
rather than + is dominant to b.  Get the idea?)  Similarly, grizzle (G) is dominant to (trumps) the 
wild-type not-grizzle (+) allele.  Therefore, if a pigeon has the grizzle allele at one locus and the 
not-grizzle allele at the other locus, when the autosomes compare their instructions about 

                                                
∗	  As noted before and, also, as described in the caption of the diagram, there are actually 39 different pairs of 
autosomes, but I have combined them all into one representative pair simply because I think it is easier to understand 
it this way.  Also, for all practical purposes, as well as for ease of understanding (at this point, anyway), it is perfectly 
fine to think of autosomes categorically, i.e., as basically one pair of chromosomes rather than many separate pairs.	  
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grizzling, they will ignore the “do not grizzle” instruction (+) and follow the order to grizzle (G) 
instead. 
 If an allele is abbreviated with a capital letter, it means that that allele is dominant to its wild-
type counterpart.  In the examples given above, BA and G were both dominant to their + 
alternatives.  But in some cases the wild-type allele is dominant.  If an allele is abbreviated with a 
lower-case letter, it is recessive to its wild-type counterpart.  In the illustration, the different alleles 
for the various traits are listed from most dominant to most recessive.  For example, at the pattern 
locus T-check (CT) (as in black check) is dominant to check (C) (as in regular blue check) which is 
dominant to bar (+) (as in blue bar) which is dominant to barless (c).  [In card-game lingo, CT 
trumps C, +, and c; C trumps + and c; + trumps c; but c doesn’t trump anything.  I will expand on 
this card game metaphor below.] 
 When the same allele occupies the corresponding loci of both chromosomes, we say that the 
bird is homozygous for that gene.  When different alleles occupy the two loci, the condition is 
called heterozygous.  Another term for homozygous is double dose.  Hence, when a bird has the 
G allele at both loci, we can either say he is “homozygous for grizzle” or that he is “a double-dose 
grizzle”. 
Sex linkage 
 It is now time to bring up an extremely important exception to our general rule that “… 
chromosomes come in pairs”.  The extremely important exception is this: hens have only one sex 
chromosome.  Hens have two autosomes of each kind, but only one sex chromosome.  At the 
moment of conception, a hen will contribute one of her autosomes of each kind, but when it comes 
to sex chromosomes, she will either contribute her one and only sex chromosome or she will not 
contribute a sex chromosome at all.  Moreover, if she does contribute her sex chromosome, then 
the youngster will be a cock.  Going back to the diagram in Figure 1 above, the bird depicted by 
that diagram must be a cock because there are two sex chromosomes.  If there were just one 
vertical rectangle under the Sex Chromosomes heading, the bird would be a hen, and that would 
have been due to the mother having NOT contributed her sex chromosome at the time of 
conception.  Thus, you can see how it is that it is the hen who determines the sex of the pair’s 
offspring.  If she gives her sex chromosome, we get a cock; if she does not contribute it, we get a 
hen.  
 So, to reiterate: hens have only one sex chromosome.  Consequently, hens have only one 
allele for each sex-linked factor.  Therefore, a hen cannot be heterozygous for any sex-linked trait 
because the heterozygous condition means that there are two different alleles at the corresponding 
gene loci, and there simply are not any “corresponding loci” for sex-linked traits in hens because 
hens have only one sex chromosome (i.e., there’s nothing to “correspond” with).  One might think 
that, therefore, hens must be homozygous for all sex-linked traits, but strictly speaking, that’s not 
quite right either.  The term for this single-chromosome, single-set-of-genes state of affairs in hens 
is hemizygous.  This fact of the hemizygous circumstance in hens makes it a trivial matter for us 
to determine exactly what sex-linked alleles a hen is carrying; the specific sex-linked genes in a 
hen’s genotype are fully revealed by her phenotype (i.e., her actual looks) for the sex-linked traits.  
A hen’s phenotype reveals exactly what sex-linked genes she has in her genotype.  For 
instance, if we have an ash-red hen (phenotype), then we automatically know that she must have 
the ash-red allele (BA) at the color locus on her single sex chromosome (genotype).  If the hen is 
blue (phenotype), then she must have the blue allele (+) (genotype).  If we have a yellow hen 
(phenotype), then we can be certain that she has the dilute gene (d) at the intensity locus 
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(genotype) because a yellow is a dilute of either ash-red or recessive red.  Also, we know what a 
hen’s color, intensity, almond and reduced contributions to her offspring will be just by looking at 
her because a hen can only contribute to her offspring those (hemizygous) sex-linked genes that 
she expresses.  Furthermore, if a hen does contribute her sex chromosome to an offspring, it will 
be a cock.  Therefore, no matter what a cock looks like, we know for sure that he is carrying all of 
those sex-linked genes that his mother expressed.  For example, if a yellow hen produces a red 
son, we can be 100% certain that he is carrying the dilute allele on one of his sex chromosomes 
even though he himself is intense (and, therefore, must have the intense allele at that locus on his 
other sex chromosome). 
 The fact that a hen has only one sex chromosome and contributes it to her sons but not her 
daughters permits us to make some interesting matings.  For example, if you mate a blue cock 
with an ash-red hen, you can sex their youngsters in the nest as soon as they begin to show their 
color.  A blue cock X ash-red hen cross will produce only ash-red cocks and blue or brown hens.  
If you ever get an ash-red hen from a blue cock X ash-red hen mating, then that young hen is not 
her blue father’s daughter; her mother must have had an ash-red boy friend that you and the old 
blue cock didn’t know about.  In fact, it is impossible to produce an ash-red hen from a blue cock 
no matter what color the mother is.  This is one of those absolute rules mentioned earlier.  Check 
your pedigrees. 
 The reason for this is that in order for a cock to be blue, he must either have the blue allele at 
both of his color loci or, at least, the blue allele at one and the brown allele at the other.  If he had 
blue on one but ash-red on the other, then he would be ash-red instead of blue because BA is 
dominant to +.  We have already explained why an ash-red hen can’t be carrying blue (she has no 
locus left to carry it).  The blue cock will contribute one of his sex chromosomes to all of his 
young and, no matter which sex chromosome that is, it will bring a blue or, maybe, a brown allele 
along with it.  If the hen contributes her sex chromosome, then the youngster will have a full pair 
of sex chromosomes and will therefore be a cock.  Also, because the hen’s sex chromosome will 
have brought ash-red along with it, the young cock will be ash-red because the ash-red from his 
mother will be dominant to the blue from the father.  On the other hand, if the mother does not 
contribute her sex chromosome, then the youngster will be a hen because it will have only one sex 
chromosome, namely, the one contributed by the father, and, because the color gene on that 
chromosome can only be blue or, possibly, brown if the cock is carrying brown in addition to blue, 
the young hen can only be blue or brown.  
Gene expression 
 Now that we know where and what the various genes are and what the dominant/recessive 
relationships among their various alleles are, it is time to consider how they determine the “looks” 
of the pigeon.  The “looks” of the pigeon, that is, how the pigeon actually appears to you visually, 
is called its phenotype.  Any aspect of the bird that you can see or feel or hear or otherwise sense 
directly is part of the bird’s phenotype.  The actual genetic content of the cell is called the 
genotype; you cannot see or otherwise directly sense the genotype of the bird.  For all practical 
purposes, unless you have access to a high tech laboratory in the genetics department of a 
university or at a genetic engineering company, the genotype is never available to you for direct 
inspection.  Unseen and, indeed, unseeable though it may be, it is the genotype of the animal that 
is the primary cause of what we see in its phenotype.  To complicate matters a bit further, a given 
phenotype can be the result of a number of different underlying genotypes.  Nevertheless, the 
phenotype is often an excellent guide to what the bird’s genotype is, at least partly, and it is insight 
into a bird’s genotype that makes it possible for us to make matings that will yield highly 
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predictable results.  You will find that, once you get the hang of it, it is precisely these sorts of 
subtleties that make genetic analysis so fascinating and enhance the overall enjoyment of the 
pigeon-breeding hobby. 
 
Interlude: A Brief Review and a Helpful Analogy 
 Before we venture further, let’s pause, take a breath, and review what we’ve studied so far.  To 
aid in this review, I am going to expand upon the card game metaphor I introduced earlier.  
Sometimes, when one is trying to learn something new and strange, it helps if there is something 
old and familiar with which that new and strange thing can be meaningfully compared.  As it turns 
out, many of the basic concepts in genetics lend themselves nicely to direct comparison with 
concepts we are all familiar with from playing cards.   
 Most people have played card games of one kind or another and are familiar with the structure 
of a common deck of cards.  A deck has four suits: spades, hearts, diamonds, and clubs.  Each suit 
contains thirteen cards, ace through king.  Generally speaking, the ace in a suit trumps everything 
else in that suit, but otherwise king beats queen, queen beats jack, jack beats 10, and so on and so 
forth.  In some games, a specific card from another suit will trump all cards of all suits, such as 
when the ace of spades trumps everything. 
 
          In Playing Cards                        In Pigeon Genetics 
        Suit          Gene 
        ♠      ♥      ♦       ♣              Pattern   Color          Grizzle  Intensity 

♠A   ♥A   ♦A    ♣A               CT(T-check)     BA (ash-red)     G (grizzle       + (normal) 
♠K   ♥K   ♦K    ♣K  C (check) + (blue) + (not griz) dP (pale) 
♠Q   ♥Q   ♦Q    ♣Q  + (bar)     b (brown)   d (dilute) 
♠J    ♥  J    ♦J     ♣J                         c  (barless) 
  

Fig. 2.  The structure of pigeon genetics is analogous to that of a deck of cards. 
 
 As illustrated in Figure 2, the structure of the basic concepts of pigeon genetics is surprisingly 
similar to the structure of a deck of cards, and the dynamics of those genetics are surprisingly 
similar to the rules of many card games.  Instead of suits, the pigeon genetics deck has genes.  The 
genes (suits) are: color, pattern, intensity, grizzle, spread, recessive red, almond, and reduced --- to 
name just a few.  There are many more suits in the pigeon genetics deck than there are in a 
standard deck of cards, but aside from that, the analogy holds very well.  The different cards of a 
suit or gene are called alleles.  For example, where we have the ace, king, and queen of the hearts 
suit, we have the ash-red, blue, and brown alleles of the color gene, and where we have the ace, 
king, queen, and jack of the spades suit, we have the T-check, check, bar, and barless alleles of the 
pattern gene. 
 We have already noted that there are many more genes in pigeon genetics than there are suits 
in a deck of cards.  A related difference is that, whereas there is the same number of cards (13) in 
each suit of a deck, there are often surprisingly different numbers of alleles of the various genes.  
For instance, there are only two alleles of the grizzle gene (grizzle and not grizzle), but three 
alleles of the color gene (ash-red, blue, brown) and four alleles of the pattern gene (T-check, 
check, bar, and barless).  Indeed, some genes have an amazingly large number of alleles, and 
more, new alleles are still discovered from time to time.  The almond gene, for example, can be 
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non-almond, almond, faded, sandy, hickory, qualmond, chalky, frosty, and probably whiteout.  In 
this article, we are dealing only with the more common alleles of most genes; we will leave 
discussion of other, less common, more exotic alleles of various genes for the future.  (This article 
is long enough as it is.) 
 However, before we resume our lesson on the basics of pigeon genetics, let me draw out one 
last analogy with card games.  In some card games, a particular card may trump everything else, 
regardless of suit or face value.  For example, in some games the ace of spades trumps everything.  
There are situations like that in pigeon genetics.  For example, the spread allele (S) pretty much 
trumps everything else.  If a pigeon is basically a blue bar on the basis of its color and pattern 
genes, if it also carries spread, the effect of the spread will be to trump the blue and bar and give 
us a solid black pigeon instead.  Similarly, recessive red (e), when it exists in the homozygous 
state, trumps or covers just about everything else, color, pattern, and even spread.  The technical 
term for this particular dynamic is epistasis, and the “trump” allele is said to be epistatic to the 
factors it trumps.   Because of epistasis, recessive red pigeons, spread ash-red (lavender) pigeons, 
black pigeons, etc., are often said to be “hiding” their pattern and, in the case of recessive reds, 
their color genes. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the ranch …… 
 Earlier, prior to the interlude, we alluded to how genes affect the phenotype of the pigeon.  The 
color genes (BA, +, or b) determine if the pigeon will be ash-red, blue, or brown, respectively.  The 
intensity genes (+, dP, d) determine how intense the color will be.  For example, if a hen is BA at 
the color locus and + at the intensity locus, she will be ash-red.  If she is + at the color locus and + 
at the intensity locus, she will be blue.  If she is BA color and d intensity, the dilute allele will 
dilute the ash-red color and we call it yellow.  A blue colored pigeon with dilution is called a 
silver, or dun, in the case of dilute black.  
 The pattern gene determines what pattern the pigeon will be.  If the bird is ash-red because of 
its color genes and has + at both of its pattern loci, then we will have an ash-red bar.  Blue with + 
at both pattern loci or + at one and c at the other gives us a blue bar.  Blue checks and red checks 
are expressing the C pattern allele.  An ash-red with a CT allele at at least one pattern locus will 
give us a tight red checker, the kind some call “velvet”.  What we call black checks are actually 
blue pigeons with a CT pattern allele. 
 What we call blue grizzles are blue bars with a G at a grizzle locus.  A tortoiseshell is really a 
grizzled blue check.  We have so many different kinds of tortoiseshells because of the wide variety 
of checker and grizzle configurations that are possible as well as because of variations in 
expression of the grizzle factor.  For example, a really dark tort is probably CT at both pattern loci 
but G at only one of the grizzle loci.  Stork-mark torts are often C at one pattern locus and + at the 
other pattern locus and G at both grizzle loci.  Red grizzles are red bars or red checks with the 
grizzle factor. 
 With a dominant factor like grizzle, you must have a grizzle parent in order to produce a 
grizzle youngster.  So, check those pedigrees again.  If you have a grizzle or tortoiseshell whose 
parents were both nongrizzles (and you are certain of this), then the pedigree is wrong no matter 
how many grizzles and tortoiseshells the bird might have for grandparents and great-grandparents. 
 A word of caution is in order here.  I am sure that some of the errors we see in pedigrees are 
the result of honest mistakes made in identifying the phenotype of the parent rather than 
illegitimacies.  For reasons that are not wholly understood, we sometimes see great variation in the 
extent to which the “same” gene or allele is expressed in different birds.  (This issue falls under 
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the headings of “variable expressivity” and/or “incomplete penetrance”, important topics that go 
beyond the scope of the present paper.)  If a gene is very weakly expressed in the phenotype, we 
may not even recognize that it is present and misidentify the genetic makeup of the bird.  For 
example, many years ago Bob Clark of St. Paul had an ash-red check grizzle cock that hardly 
showed any grizzling at all.  In fact, that bird was considered a red check self for the first two 
years of its life before it finally molted out some grizzling.  It would have been possible for this 
cock to produce grizzles when mated with a nongrizzle hen and, thinking the father was a checker, 
we would have had to conclude that either 1) the youngsters were illegitimate or 2) color genetics 
is a lot of baloney.  Actually, neither of these would have been the case; the youngsters could have 
been perfectly legitimate, obeying the laws of color genetics.  The problem would have been that 
the phenotype of the cock fooled us about his genotype.  Fortunately, dominant factors such as 
grizzle usually come booming through so that there is little chance of making these identification 
errors. 
 Spread factor is an interesting one.  If a blue-series pigeon has S at even just one of its spread 
loci, the bird will be a solid black no matter what genes it has at the pattern loci, although you can 
often see a faint suggestion of bar pattern in black-bar pigeons.  The general uniformity of 
appearance in black pigeons regardless of their pattern make up is because S “masks” or “covers” 
pattern and makes blue-series pigeons black, regardless of pattern.  When I say solid black, I don’t 
necessarily mean black self, but I mean solid black as opposed to black check (blue with CT).  
Black mottles are blue-series with S and G. 
 Ash-red birds with S are technically called spread ash-reds but are often called mahoganies, 
barless mealies or lavenders.  The term “barless mealy” is phenotypically descriptive but 
genotypically incorrect.  Spread ash-reds come in lots of different shades, but they are all basically 
ash-reds with S.  The different shades probably depend on whether the bird is heterozygous (one 
dose) or homozygous (double dose) for S and may also depend on the configuration of pattern 
genes, although the latter are masked for the most part.  A spread ash-red grizzle cock carrying 
blue will often appear as a black-ticked light strawberry pastel, which is very attractive. 
 Because the spread factor masks pattern, it is difficult to tell what pattern a black or lavender 
pigeon might carry.  A black pigeon may be a blue barless, bar, blue check or velvet “underneath”.  
Similarly, lavenders can be barless, bars, or checks underneath, too.  The only way to find out 
what patterns are hiding there is to make a test mating with a barless or barred bird. 
 Recessive red (e) is a very interesting factor, too.  If a bird is homozygous for e, then it will 
express recessive red in its phenotype.  Recessive red, like spread, masks pattern.  It also masks 
color.  It also masks spread.  It does not mask grizzle, but it does reduce the usual amount of 
grizzling if the bird is a grizzle.  In a nongrizzled bird, recessive red looks much like a T-check 
ash-red, but the feathers do not wash out to an ashen gray as they do in ash red but either remain 
full red or lose color altogether and go whitish.  The best indicator is the color of the tail feathers.  
In ash-reds the tail is ashen gray.  In recessive reds the tail is usually all red. 
 Because recessive red is autosomal and masks color, it is possible for a pair of blues to 
produce a recessive red youngster, but only if both parents are carrying recessive red.  It is 
probably these occasional recessive red offspring of blue or barred parents that make skeptical 
fanciers reject the statements: “You can’t breed ash-reds from blue parents” or “You can’t breed 
checkers from bars”.  The statements are true.  Recessive reds are not ash-reds nor are they of the 
checker pattern.  Recessive red is a different kind of red altogether that is diffused throughout all 
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the feathers.  When recessive red masks what is essentially a blue pigeon, the blue often alters the 
shade of the red after the molt and you get a kind of plum color effect. 
 Because recessive red masks color, pattern and spread, a recessive red pigeon could potentially 
have the capacity to produce just about any color and pattern combination under the sun.  It is fun 
to muse over the incredible possibilities a plain old recessive red pigeon could have given the right 
genotype.  Red mottles and spangles are recessive red pigeons with the grizzle factor added.  A red 
mottle or spangle cock could carry hidden ash-red, blue, dilute, barless, bar and check patterns 
and, hence, produce a very wide assortment of different colored youngsters.  
 The d allele dilutes recessive red to yellow.  Therefore, a solid yellow pigeon can be of two 
kinds, ash-red or recessive red.  A yellow bar or cream bar is a dilute ash-red bar.  We can be sure 
of this because it wouldn’t show bar pattern if it were a recessive red type of yellow.  If checking 
is clearly evident in a yellow, again we can conclude that it is an ash-red yellow rather than a 
recessive-red yellow.  The very chalky yellows and reds we often see are usually recessive reds 
masking ash-red. 
 The genetics of badges, beards, baldheads, etc., are not nearly as well understood as the 
genetics of other color effects.  We can refer to this generally as the piebald problem.  It is my 
suspicion that the various white markings on the head, white flights and white tail feathers we see 
associated with the piebald patterns are influenced by genes at several autosomal loci with 
numerous alleles for each locus.  I also suspect that most of these alleles are dominant to wild type 
and that they each exert a relatively mild and variable effect on the phenotype, being additive in 
their effects.  I have often seen badges and white-flighted birds produce selfs, but I can’t recall 
ever seeing a pair of selfs produce badged or white-flighted young.  If this is the case, it suggests 
that self is recessive to mark. 
 The only color factor listed at the beginning but which we have not discussed is almond.  The 
almond factor is a simple sex-linked dominant.  You need an almond to make an almond.  Cocks 
homozygous for almond are near white and usually blind.  Almond hens and single-dose cocks are 
very attractive.   
A brief note on eye color 
 The foregoing has considered only feather color and pattern.  Eye color, of course, is also of 
interest to most fanciers.  Although the spectrum of eye colors seems to range broadly from dark 
red to orange to yellow to white or pearl, the basic genetics of eye color is quite simple: 
autosomal, two alleles (orange and pearl), orange is dominant.  Incorporating these facts with the 
principles outlined above should give you all you need to know to understand eye color and to use 
that knowledge effectively in your breeding program.  A comment on black or bull eyes: this is 
not really a separate eye color in the way that orange or pearl eyes are.  A pigeon with bull eyes is 
still, really, either orange eyed or pearl eyed, genetically speaking.  What has happened is that the 
eye color genes have been turned off for some reason, usually having to do with the pigeon having 
white feathers around its head, as in a badge or baldhead or even an all white pigeon.  The absence 
of orange or pearl pigment in the eye (which the bird is actually carrying genes for but which have 
been disabled) prevents the ambient light flooding into the eye from being reflected back by the 
pigments in the eye.  Instead, the light goes deeper into the eyeball and only the dark interior is 
reflected back, causing us to see a black or bull eye. 
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Conclusion  
 This concludes our introduction to basic pigeon genetics, an introduction that has really only 
scratched the surface; we haven’t even mentioned such factors as smokey, bronze, opal, indigo, 
milky, sooty or dirty. 
   To those of you who would like to learn more, I heartily recommend the book cited at the 
beginning, The Pigeon Breeders Notebook: An Introduction to Pigeon Science by the late J. W. 
Quinn (1971).  I don’t think this book is available for purchase anymore, but Ronald R. Huntley 
has kindly made this classic work available in electronic form online.  You will find it at: 
   http://www.angelfire.com/ga/huntleyloft/Joe_Quinn.html     
 
 Ron Huntley also provides other great material at his own genetics website: 
   http://www.angelfire.com/ga3/pigeongenetics/   
 
 Another excellent online resource comes from the University of Utah’s Genetic Science 
Learning Center at:   http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/pigeons/     
 
 Finally, extensive information on genetics in general and pigeons in particular is found at: 
    http://mumtazticloft.com/PigeonGenetics.asp  
 
 The Minnesota State Pigeon Association is fortunate to have, as one of its longtime members, 
one of the world’s leading experts in pigeon genetics, Mr. Tim Kvidera.  Tim is exceedingly 
generous in sharing his knowledge with others, a virtue of his from which I, personally, have 
benefitted greatly.  All MSPA members can look forward to learning the finer points of pigeon 
genetics from Tim at meetings and in future newsletters.   
 In the meantime, re-read this article, ponder it, re-read again, and ponder it some more. Then, 
try your hand at analyzing the genetics of the birds in your loft.  (The only way to learn to play 
cards is to start playing.)  Soon it will all make sense, and you will find that, even mastery of these 
basics, will greatly enhance your enjoyment of our wonderful hobby. 
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Loft Floor Options 
By - Tim Kvidera 

 
There are many options available to a pigeon fancier regarding the type of flooring arrangements 
capable of maintaining a healthy flock.  The primary necessity is to maintain a dry environment.  
Moist or wet surfaces invite microbe growth that is often detrimental to the health of the birds.  A 
dry, well-ventilated loft is essential to keeping a healthy flock of birds. 
 
Many fanciers use solid wood floors which they scrape periodically to eliminate accumulated 
droppings.  Some scrape almost as soon as a bird defecates.   Very time consuming.  Others clean 
the floor daily, every other day, weekly, etc. depending on their personal schedule, loft design and 
number of birds.  Prompt removal of the droppings minimizes the potential for transmittal of any 
microorganisms that may be shed by a sick, or disease carrying, bird in the flock to other birds. 
 
Scraped bare floors will work for virtually all breeds of pigeons.  But if you breed muffed birds, or 
other varieties that spend a lot of time on the floor, you may want to consider some type of floor 
bedding to more quickly absorb the moisture from the droppings before they are able to transfer to 
muff feathers or feet.  There are many options available and used for convenience, availability, 
aesthetics or costs. 
 
Wood products are typically quite absorbent and are widely used.  Saw dust absorbs well, but 
easily blows around, piling up in the corners quickly if you have birds flying around in the loft.  
Flat wood shavings are readily available, a bit less absorbent than saw dust and do not blow 
around as readily as saw dust, but also do not stay in place as well as many would like.  Pelletized 
saw dust does not initially blow around, but crumbles to dust underfoot or as it absorbs moisture.  
American Excelsior of Rice Lake, Wisconsin makes what they call Premium Horse Bedding 
which is a chipped aspen sized like an extra-large grain of wild rice.  These provide more moisture 
absorbing surface area than flat shavings, nest together well and do not blow around.  This product 
is available through Fleet Farm and I have found it superior to other wood products in stability and 
moisture absorption. 
 
Ground corn cobs and straw are some other absorbent beddings.  Ground corn cobs can be quite 
dusty unless screened after grinding.  They are available commercially with pH buffering additives 
which deter microbes.  Straw stays in place well and entraps molted feathers, but until matted 
down is a rough surface for walking breeds, and is hollow providing potential lodging for mites.   
 
Consider dressing floor bedding with sodium bisulfate to maintain an acidic pH which will inhibit 
microbial activity if you are not using treated corn cobs. 
 
Inorganic floor coverings used by some fanciers successfully are sand, fine crushed rock, gravel 
and kitty litter.  Dropping accumulations can be periodically raked off and removed.  Eventually 
the litter should be totally removed and replaced.  Foy's Pigeon Supply has recently made 
available an absorbent volcanic ash product called Natural Granulated Floor Covering from 
Belgium which might warrant consideration. 
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A third general option for flooring is to allow the droppings to "remove" themselves from the birds 
by way of grated or slotted floors.  Expanded metal or heavy duty welded wire which can be 
walked on by the fancier and birds, but allow the droppings and feathers to fall through will keep 
the birds separated from the majority of their "off product."  Thin, on edge, parallel wooden slats 
can do the same.  The wastes can be either dropped to the ground under the loft, collected in trays, 
or on a solid floor beneath removable grating.  Consideration needs to be given to the fact that for 
the droppings to pass through the grating holes need to be large enough that varmints can pass 
through too.  My preference is for a suspended, removable grating or wire above a solid floor in a 
varmint resistant loft.  In a Minnesota like winter droppings will often chill on the way down 
enough that they will build up even on 1" x 1" welded wire under the perches and will have to be 
scraped. 
Pigeons are a hardy species.  They thrive quite well throughout the world in the wild.  When we 
domesticated them we have greatly increased the population density and changed the environment 
in which they live.  To keep them healthy it is up to us to provide them with a relatively clean, dry, 
well ventilated home.  There are many proven ways of doing that acceptably. 
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The Future of Our Hobby 
                                                                              Submitted by: Rick Wood 

 
 
THE FUTURE OF THIS HOBBY IS IN GREAT HANDS WITH THE OFFICERS 
AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE MSPA CLUB. A GROUP OF PIGEON 
ENTHUSIASTS WHO TRULY SET THEIR GOALS TO PROMOTE THE 
HOBBY THROUGH THE YOUTH INVOLVED IN IT. BY STRESSING THE 
JUNIOR SHOW AND MAKING IT A STRONG FOCAL POINT OF THE 
ENTIRE SHOW, THE JUNIORS SHOWING IN THIS FEEL VERY 
IMPORTANT IN MAKING THE SHOW A SUCCESS WITH THEIR 
INVOLVEMENT. THE CLUB, BEING A MEMBER OF THE NPA, IS 
FOLLOWING IN THE STEPS SET BY LONNY MEFFERD IN A STRONG 
COMMITMENT TO THE JUNIOR PIGEON EXHIBITORS. ALWAYS A 
PLEASURE TO ATTEND THIS SHOW AND SEE THE HUGE TURNOUT OF 
JUNIORS SHOWING AND HAVING A BLAST WITH THEIR BIRDS. 
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The Judge, The Juniors, and the G-Man 

 

 
Pouters Make Me Happy! 
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ANSWER to the Pigeon Pedigree Puzzler, Winter 2016: 

The Puzzler asks you to answer two questions:  

1. Which one, X, Y, or Z, is the genetic impossibility?  

and  

2. Why is it genetically impossible?  

The answer to the first question is: Z, the Red Bar Grizzle cock.  

The answer to the second question is this: Neither X nor Y is a grizzle, and you cannot 
get a grizzle unless at least one parent is a grizzle. If both parents are definitely non-
grizzle pigeons, they cannot produce a grizzle offspring; it’s a genetic impossibility.  

If you got the first part correct but the second part wrong, don’t feel bad. In this particular 
Puzzler, we must confess that we may have led you down the garden path a little bit in a 
direction that might have snookered you into thinking that X was genetically impossible 
because he is a barred bird, when his parents are both checkers. However, it is totally 
possible for two checks to produce a bar if, for example, they both carry the bar gene, or 
if one carries the bar gene and the other the barless gene. Bar and barless are recessive to 
check, and therefore a bird whose phenotype is check can still carry bar or barless in 
hidden form in its genotype and pass it along to its young. Moreover, this Puzzler 
pedigree was designed to make hidden bar genes the key: note that Pigeon A is a bar who 
could have contributed a bar gene to X, and Pigeon D is also a bar who could have 
contributed a bar gene to Y. So, X and Y, though both checks (because of check genes 
they inherited from B and C, respectively) were both carrying bar and, therefore, could 
quite conceivably have produced the barred bird Z. So, the fact that Z is a Red Bar is 
perfectly genetically possible given the checkers X and Y as parents.  

On the other hand, it would be impossible for X and Y, as the parents, to produce a 
grizzle, which is what the pedigree says Z is. Grizzle is an autosomal dominant factor. In 
this puzzle, we know that pigeons X and Y are genetically feasible in their own right 
because their parents (A, B, C, and D) could all very well have been single-dose grizzles, 
and therefore all able to donate their only non-grizzle genes to produce pigeons X and Y. 
So, neither X nor Y is a genetic impossibility; they are both quite genetically possible. 
Furthermore, because neither X nor Y is a grizzle, we must conclude that neither of them 
carries the grizzle gene. Therefore, as a pair of true non-grizzles, X and Y could not have 
produced a grizzle offspring. It is a genetic impossibility. It simply does not matter that 
many of Z‘s ancestors were grizzles; if neither of his parents was a grizzle, he can’t be a 
grizzle either. But, the pedigree says that Z is a grizzle! This forces us to conclude that X 
is not Z‘s real sire; Z‘s real sire must be some grizzle cock in the same loft. (Hmmm. I 
wonder: were A and/or C still in the area when Y laid the egg from which Z was 
hatched??? Hmmm.)  
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 Spring Swap and Sale  
March 12, 2016  
McLeod County Fair Grounds  
Hutchinson, MN  
10AM Club Meeting  
Doors open at 7:00 AM  
Admission $3 per person or $2 with a valid MSPA Membership 
card  
Important Notices:  
Poultry  
NO OUT OF STATE POULTRY  
Poultry 5 months of age or older must have a negative salmonella pullorum-typhoid test 
conducted within 30 days prior to the sale, a copy of the Minnesota Flock owner Agreement 
Form/Rapid Whole Test Form, (LS-00023-09) must be provided at the sale. All birds must 
have a leg or wing band.  
Hatching eggs and poultry less than 5 months of age must originate directly from a hatchery 
currently permitted by the Board. Younger birds and eggs originating in Minnesota must 
have a Hatchery Permit Card.  
NO OUT OF STATE POULTRY  
Turkey  
All turkeys need a negative Salmonella typhimumium, mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) and 
mycoplasma synoviae (MS) blood test within 30 days of sale.  

 
Proof of blood testing must be on site with the birds being sold. 


